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Rice stripe virus (RSV) is one of the most destructive
viruses of rice, and greatly reduces rice production in
China, Japan, and Korea, where mostly japonica culti-
vars of rice are grown. RSV is transmitted by the small
brown plant-hopper (SBPH) in a persistent and cir-
culative-propagative manner. Several methods have
been developed for detection of RSV, which is composed
of four single-stranded RNAs that encode seven proteins.
Genome sequence data and comparative phylogenetic
analysis have been used to identify the origin and
diversity of RSV isolates. Several rice varieties resistant
to RSV have been selected and QTL analysis and fine
mapping have been intensively performed to map RSV
resistance loci or genes. RSV genes have been used to
generate several genetically modified transgenic rice
plants with RSV resistance. Recently, genome-wide
transcriptome analyses and deep sequencing have been
used to identify mRNAs and small RNAs involved in
RSV infection; several rice host factors that interact
with RSV proteins have also been identified. In this
article, we review the current statues of RSV research
and propose integrated approaches for the study of
interactions among RSV, rice, and the SBPH. 
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Introduction to Rice stripe virus

Rice (Oryza sativa) is one of the most important crops in

the world and is a main food in Asian countries including

China, India, Indonesia, Japan, Korea, and the Philippines

(Wang et al., 2005). Rice stripe virus (RSV) causes dramatic

losses in rice production (Hibino, 1996). RSV is the

member of genus Tenuivirus, which has not yet been

assigned to a virus family. RSV mainly infects rice plants

but also infects maize, wheat, oat, foxtail millet, and several

weeds (Falk and Tsai, 1998; Lian et al., 2011). RSV can

also infect Arabidopsis, which is widely used as a model

plant (Sun et al., 2011). Over the past several decades, RSV

has been frequently reported in China, Japan, and Korea. In

Korea, RSV was previously reported only from southern

areas but has been recently observed over a large range of

altitudes, suggesting that the virus is rapidly spreading (Lee

et al., 2008). In China, RSV has recently reemerged in

Zhejiang province, eastern China, and the spread of RSV

has been associated with climate change (Wang et al., 2008);

this study demonstrated that RSV frequently infected the

earliest sown seedlings and that young seedlings tend to be

more susceptible than older plants (Wang et al., 2008).

Since 2000, RSV has appeared in the Yangtze River region

and generally caused a 30–40% reduction in yield in

eastern China (Wu et al., 2009). The occurrence of RSV in

western Japan in 2008 was caused by viruliferous plant-

hoppers that migrated from China (Otuka et al., 2010).

Interestingly, RSV has been reported only in China, Japan,

Korea, and Taiwan, where japonica cultivars, which are

susceptible to RSV, are usually grown (Abo and Sy, 1997).

RSV is transmitted by the small brown plant-hopper

(SBPH) (Laodelphax striatellus Fallén) in a persistent and

circulative-propagative manner (Falk and Tsai, 1998). How-

ever, the ability to acquire RSV is highly variable among

SBPH isolates (Kisimoto, 1967). Specifically, RSV could

be acquired from frozen infected leaves and then transmitt-

ed by the SBPH in the laboratory condition (Zhang et al.,

2007). 

Identification and detection of RSV in rice plants and

SBPH vectors

Disease symptoms in rice plants infected by RSV include

chlorosis, weakness, necrosis, and stunted growth (Satoh et

al., 2010). Several methods have been developed to detect

RSV in rice plants or SBPH vectors, and these include

enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA), western blot

analysis, reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction
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(RT-PCR), and RT loop-mediated isothermal amplification

(LAMP). ELISA, which has been widely used for detection

of RSV in high-throughput experiments (Takahashi et al.,

1991), required the development of several antibodies

specific to RSV proteins (Lian et al., 2011; Liang et al.,

2005; Suzuki et al., 1992). Such antibodies can be gene-

rated as recombinant proteins or as synthetic polypeptides

(Lian et al., 2011). The developed antibodies have also been

used to localize specific RSV proteins in rice plants and

SBPH in vivo (Liang et al., 2005; Suzuki et al., 1992).

Western blot analysis with six antibodies detected all six

RSV proteins in RSV-infected plants (Liang et al., 2005). A

limitation of both ELISA and western blot analysis is the

time and cost required for antibody production. Recently,

RT-PCR has being widely used to detect RSV (Cai et al.,

2003; Zhang et al., 2008). Although RT-PCR is very

specific and sensitive, it requires expensive equipment and

long amplification times. Immuno- and virion-capture RT-

PCR have been developed, and these have the advantage of

not requiring the extraction of RNA from samples (Lian et

al., 2011; Liang et al., 2005; Suzuki et al., 1992). Recently,

a LAMP approach was developed to detect nine viruses

including RSV in rice (Le et al., 2010). LAMP, which does

not require thermo-cycling, is specific, fast, accurate, and

simple (Notomi et al., 2000). 

Organization of the RSV genome

The RSV genome is composed of four single-stranded RNAs

that encode seven proteins (Fig. 1). The morphological

characteristics of RSV RNAs were examined after the

separation of RNAs by sucrose density gradient centrifu-

gation (Ishikawa et al., 1989). Each of the four particle

contains circular filaments, and the average length of each

particle containing RNA1–4 is 510, 610, 840, and 2,110

nm, respectively (Ishikawa et al., 1989). RNA1 is the largest

RNA segment and is a negative-sense RNA. A single ORF

in the viral-complementary sense RNA1 (vc RNA1) encodes

a 337-kDa protein referred to as the RNA-dependent RNA

polymerase (RdRp) (Barbier et al., 1992; Toriyama et al.,

1994). Based on the RdRp sequence, RSV is regarded as a

member of the genus Tenuivirus (Toriyama et al., 1994).

The other three RSV RNAs (RNA2, RNA3, and RNA4)

are ambisense in their coding strategy (Hamamatsu et al.,

1993). The complete nucleotide sequences for RNA2,

RNA3, and RNA4 indicate that each RNA segment encodes

two proteins (Takahashi et al., 1993; Zhu et al., 1991; Zhu

et al., 1992). RNA2 encodes P2 (silencing suppressor; 22.8

kDa) from the viral-sense RNA2 (vRNA2) and PC2

(glycoprotein; 94 kDa) from the vcRNA2 (Takahashi et al.,

1993). The P3 (nonstructural protein, NS3; 23.9 kDa) and

nucleocapsid protein (CP; 35 kDa) are produced from

vRNA3 and vcRNA3, respectively (Hayano et al., 1990;

Kakutani et al., 1991). A nonstructural disease-specific

protein (SP; 20.5 kDa) and PC4 (movement protein, MP;

32 kDa) are encoded by vRNA4 and vcRNA4, respectively

(Hayano et al., 1990; Kakutani et al., 1990). Interestingly, 5'

and 3' terminal sequences of RSV are complementary to

each other and might form a panhandle structure (Takahashi

et al., 1990). 

A previous study that examined the nucleotide sequences

of the 5' termini of RNA3 and RNA4 found that the mRNAs

from both viral and viral complementary sequences possess

from 10 to 23 non-viral sequences that might have originat-

ed from host cellular mRNAs and that are thought to ensure

efficient translation of viral mRNA (Shimizu et al., 1996).

Coinfection with RSV and Cucumber mosaic virus (CMV)

in Nicotiana benthamiana indicated that CMV RNAs

served as cap donors for the initiation of RSV transcription

(Yao et al., 2012). The 5' end of the cleaved CMV RNAs

was complementary to the 3' end of the RSV genome

sequences. Repetitive priming and realignment evidently

converted short CMV cap donors into longer sizes, which

could be useful for long-distance elongation of RSV (Yao et

al., 2012). This “cap-snatching mechanism” has been well

characterized in hantavirus, influenza virus, and other viruses

(Cheng and Mir, 2012; Dias et al., 2009).

Fig. 1. Organization of the RSV genome. RSV consists of four
RNAs: RNA1, RNA2, RNA3, and RNA4. Viral-sense RNAs
and viral-complementary sense RNAs are abbreviated vRNA
and vcRNA, respectively, with the corresponding RNA number.
The black line indicates the length of nucleotides for each RNA,
and the colored rectangular represents the corresponding ORF
with the predicted protein size. The sizes (in bp) of 5', 3', and
intergenic regions are also indicated. The name of each protein is
as follows: RdRp in RNA1; P2 (silencing suppressor) and PC2
(glycoprotein) in RNA2; and P3 (nonstructural protein, NS3),
PC3 (nucleocapsid protein, CP) in RNA3; P4 (nonstructural
disease-specific protein, SP), and PC4 (movement protein, MP) in
RNA4.
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Genetic diversity of RSV isolated from different geo-

graphical regions 

Complete genome sequences of various RSV isolates are

currently available. A total of 13 RSV isolates from Korea

were used for complete genome sequencing (Jonson et al.,

2009); significant differences were detected in the inter-

genic regions of each RSV RNA, and comparative phylo-

genetic analysis with other isolates from China and Japan

suggested that RSV isolates in Korea may have originated

from distinctive ancestors by either reassortment or recom-

bination events. To elucidate the genetic diversity and

population structure of RSV isolates in China, nucleotide

sequences were determined for a large number of RSV

isolates collected from 1997–2004 (Wei et al., 2009). The

RSV isolates in China could be divided into three subtypes.

The populations from eastern China were composed only

of subtype I/IB isolates, while the populations from Yunnan

province (southwest China) contained mostly subtype II

isolates. The RSV isolates from two different districts in

China displayed low genetic diversity, indicating substantial

gene flow (Wei et al., 2009). The full-genome sequence of

RSV isolate ‘Zhejiang’ revealed that RdRp contains a

domain referred to as ovarian tumour (OTU), and indicated

that RdRp might produce two different proteins; a novel

inverted repeat motif also was detected within the inter-

genic regions of the ambisense RNAs (Zhang et al., 2007).

Both Zhang et al. (2007a) and a previous study (Wei et al.,

2003) that analyzed the intergenic region of RNA4 for 22

isolates in China suggested the possible role of the inter-

genic region in transcription termination. Using available

RdRp amino acid sequences, we constructed a phylogenetic

tree in which RSV isolates were divided into two groups

(Fig. 2). The first group includes several RSV isolates from

Korea, China, and Japan while the second group possesses

seven RSV isolates only from China. These results sug-

gested the RSV isolates in the first group might be diverged

from the same RSV ancestor. 

Functions of RSV proteins

A recent study confirmed that PC2 tagged with enhanced

GFP was cleaved into two proteins, PC2-N and PC2-C

(Zhao et al., 2012). Both cleaved PC2 proteins are indepen-

dently targeted to the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), indicat-

ing that PC2 seems to contain three domains for ER

targeting (Zhao et al., 2012). Another study showed that

PC2 protein, which is similar to membrane glycoproteins of

viruses in the family Bunyaviridae, could be expressed on

the surface of insect Sf9 cells (Zhao et al., 2012). 

The P3 protein, which can be expressed in the rice host as

well as in the SBPH vector, forms inclusion bodies in both

plant and insect cells (Takahashi et al., 2003). P3 protein

was identified as a RNA-silencing suppressor and can

Fig. 2. The phylogenetic tree of 34 RSV isolates from China,
Japan, and Korea. A total of 34 RdRp amino acid sequences for
the 34 RSV isolates were retrieved. The phylogenetic tree was
constructed based on the neighbor-joining method with 1000
bootstraps using MEGA5 program (www.megasoftware.net).
Numbers at each node indicate bootstrap values. The scale bar
represents 0.1 substitutions per amino acid site. Protein accession
number, name, and country for each isolate are indicated. Orange,
green, and blue colors indicate isolates from China, Japan, and
Korea, respectively. The phylogenetic tree reveals two groups of
RSV isolates. The first group (indicated by the green bar) is
composed of isolates from the three countries while the second
group (indicated by the red bar) contains isolates only from
China.
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reduce the levels of small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) by

binding to those small RNAs but not to double-stranded

RNAs (Xiong et al., 2009). P3 tagged with green fluorescent

protein (GFP) was targeted to the nucleus, and both N- and

C-terminal regions of P3 are important for inhibition of

RNA silencing (Xiong et al., 2009). In contrast, a recent

study with dsRNA-binding mutants and quantitative bio-

chemical approaches revealed that dimeric P3 is a size-

independent dsRNA-binding protein that can bind to long

dsRNA with two or more copies (Shen et al., 2010). This

study provided evidence that the RNA-silencing activity of

P3 is correlated with its dsRNA-binding activity (Shen et

al., 2010). A previous study that measured the nucleic acid-

binding activity of six RSV proteins suggested that three

viral proteins (P3, PC3, and PC4) could bind to single- and

double-stranded RNA3 and RNA4 of RSV (Liang et al.,

2005). 

A movement-deficient mutant of Potato virus X (PVX)

and biolistic bombardment were recently used to demon-

strate that PC4 of RSV is a viral-movement protein (Xiong

et al., 2008). An Agrobacterium-mediated transient assay

with enhanced green fluorescent fusion protein and immune

cytochemistry suggested plasmodesmal localization of PC4

(Xiong et al., 2008). In addition, a movement-deficient

mutant of Tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) and mutagenesis

were used to identify the regions of PC4 required for cell-

to-cell movement, long-distance movement, and leaf necrosis

response (Zhang et al., 2012). Moreover, PC4 was deter-

mined to target plasmodesmata via the ER to Golgi secretory

pathway and by using the actin-myosin VIII-1 motility

system (Yuan et al., 2011).

Identification of quantitative trait loci (QTL) for RSV

resistance 

For control of the rice stripe disease, several RSV-resistant

Table 1. Identified QTLs that confer resistance to RSV in rice

Cultivar No. of QTL Resistance gene Markers and location Fine mapping
No. of 
genes

Publication

‘Modan’ 1 QTL (Chr11) Stvb-i Saito et al., 1998

‘Kanto 72’
2 QTLs (Chr2 

and Chr11)
Maeda et al., 

2004

A cross of ‘Kinmaze’ 
(japonica) and 

‘DV85’ (indica)

3 QTLs (Chr1, 
Chr7, and Chr11)

qStv1 (‘Kinmaze’), 
qStv7 and 

qStv11 (‘DV85’)

qStv11 (XNpb202 
and C1172)

qStv11 (27.5 cM) Ding et al., 2004

‘Dular’
1 QTL (Chr3) and
3 QTLs (Chr11)

qSTV3 (Chr3), 
STV-11a (Chr11), 
STV-11b (Chr11), 
STV-11c (Chr11)

qSTV3 (RM7324–
RM3586), qSTV-11a 

(RM1124–SSR20), qSTV-
11b (RM287–RM209), 

qSTV-11c (RM209–RM21)

Wu et al., 2008

A cross of 
‘Zhaiyeqing8’ 
and ‘Jingxi17’

1 QTL (Chr1) and 
1 QTL (Chr11)

qSBPH1 and 
qSBPH11

Zhang et al., 
2010

‘502’ 1 QTL (Chr11) RSV1 RM457 and SR1
Between 4.5 cM 

and 2.9 cM
Zhao et al., 2010

‘Teqing’ 1 QTL (Chr11) qSTV11TQ CAPs1 and Indel4 qSTV11TQ (55.7 kb) 9 Wu et al., 2011

‘Zhendao 88’ 1 QTL (Chr11) RM229 and OPO11 4.7 cM Zhou et al., 2011

‘IR24’ (indica)
3 QTLs (Chr3, 

Chr7, and Chr11)
qSTV3, qSTV11-i

qSTV3 (RM5748–
RM14975) and 

qSTV11-i (R45–R48)

qSTV11-i 
(73.6 kb region)

11
Wang et al., 

2011

‘Kasalath’
2 QTLs (Chr7 

and Chr11)
qSTV7, 

qSTV11KAS
qSTV11KAS 

(C1 and R53)
qSTV11KAS

(39.2 kb region)
7

Zhang et al., 
2011

‘Habataki’ 
(indica)

1 QTL (Chr3) and
2 QTLs (Chr11)

qSTV11HAB-1 and 
qSTV11HAB-2 

(Chr11)

qSTV11HAB-1 
(333.2 kb) and 
qSTV11HAB-2 

(203.9 kb)

Zhang et al., 
2012

A cross of ‘Shin-
gwang’ and ‘Ilpum’

1 QTL (Chr11) qSTV11SG G257 and S2260 150 kb 21
Kwon et al., 

2012
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varieties have been selected for resistance breeding. The

first reported RSV-resistance loci from Japanese upland rice

varieties were Stv-a (located on chromosome 6) and Stv-b

(located on chromosome 11) (Washio et al., 1968). Because

the Stv-b locus provides incomplete resistance to RSV and

the Stvb-i from indica rice cultivar ‘Modan’ provided com-

plete resistance to RSV, Stvb-i was introduced to various

japonica cultivars in spite of its incomplete dominance

(Washio et al., 1968; Pan et al., 2005; Kwon et al., 2012).

After the development of molecular genetics and poly-

morphic molecular markers (McCough and Doerge, 1995),

QTL analysis and fine mapping have often been used to

map RSV resistance loci (Table 1). A cross of susceptible

japonica and resistant cultivars, generally indica rice culti-

vars, has been widely used. The Stvb-i from rice ‘Modan’

was mapped at 35.85 cM on chromosome 11 (Hayano-

Saito et al., 1998). Fine mapping determined that Stvb-i is

located within a 286-kb region that is covered by two

overlapped BAC clones on chromosome 11 (Hayano-Saito

et al., 2000).

QTL analyses using molecular markers can be used to

identify the integressed chromosome regions in various

resistant varieties. As a result, many QTLs related to RSV

resistance have been detected. The indica rice ‘Dular’ carries

four QTLs responsible for RSV resistance, and these

include qSTV3 on chromosome 3 and three QTLs (qSTV-

11a, qSTV-11b, and qSTV-11c) on chromosome 11 (Wu et

al., 2009). A study that used 85 backcross inbred lines of

Sasanishiki (japonica)/Habataki (indica) identified three

QTLs; one on chromosome 3 and two (qSTV11HAB-1 and

qSTV11HAB-2) on chromosome 11 (Zhang et al., 2012). In

addition, recombinant inbred lines from a cross of ‘Kinmaze’

(japonica)/‘DV85’ (indica) were used to find QTLs respon-

sible for resistance to RSV (Ding et al., 2004); three QTLs

on chromosome 1, 7, and 11 were identified. ‘DV85’ allele

was associated with increased resistance at qSTv7 and

qSTv11 while ‘Kinmaze’ allele was associated with RSV

resistance at qSTv1. Moreover, using the cross of ‘502’

(resistant to RSV) and ‘5112’ (susceptible to RSV), RSV1

gene on chromosome 11 was mapped by RM457 and SR1

markers (Zhao et al., 2010). Another Japanese upland rice,

‘Kanto 72’, contains one QTL on chromosome 2 and one

on chromosome 11 (Maeda et al., 2006); the QTL on

chromosome 11 seemed to reduce the infection rate while

the QTL on chromosome 2 reduced disease symptoms. The

rice cultivar ‘BL 1’, which was originally identified as an

elite germplasm that is resistant to the rice blast fungus, is

also resistant to RSV; BL 1 resistance to RSV is indepen-

dent of Pib and Stvb-i (Ise et al., 2002). 

Recently, fine mapping along with rice genome sequence

data have been used to identify potential candidate genes

that provide resistance to RSV (Kwon et al., 2012; Wang et

al., 2011; Wu et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2011). For example,

fine mapping of the indica cultivar ‘Teqing’, which has a

high level of resistance to RSV, was used to identify a major

resistance gene referred to as qSTV11TQ (Wu et al., 2011). To

map finely resistance loci for ‘Zhendao 88’ and ‘Teqing’

cultivars, RM209 and RM229 markers were commonly

used and this study suggested that qSTV11TQ and Stvb-i

might be allelic (Wu et al., 2011). qSTV11TQ was localized

to a 55.7-kb region that contained nine genes including four

genes associated with transposons, two genes encoding

ATP-binding proteins, and a gene encoding brassinosteroid

insensitive 1-associated receptor-like kinase 1 (Wu et al.,

2011). In a study with rice indica cultivar ‘IR24’, which

contains positive alleles at three loci, backcross analysis

detected qSTV3 and qSTV11-i, and an allelic test confirmed

that qSTV11-i is not allelic with Stvb-i (Wang et al., 2011).

Fine mapping in the latter study uncovered a region con-

taining 11 rice genes for RSV resistance. Using 98 back-

cross inbred lines and artificial inoculation in greenhouse

tests, researchers identified two QTLs (qSTV7 located on

chromosome 7 and qSTV11KAS located on chromosome 11)

that are related to RSV resistance (Zhang et al., 2011). Fine

mapping revealed that qSTV11KAS was localized to a 39.2-kb

region that included seven genes. Among them, a gene

encoding a sulfotransferase domain-containing protein

(LOC_Os11g30910) could be responsible for RSV resistance.

Another resistance gene, qSTV11SG on chromosome 11, was

also finely mapped (Kwon et al., 2012). With the use of

InDel 11 and InDel 5 as markers, qSTV11SG was localized to

a 150-kb region containing 21 genes. Among them, three

genes (LOC_Os11g31430, LOC_Os11g31450, and LOC_

Os11g31470) were strongly expressed in a susceptible

variety (Kwon et al., 2012). The identification of resistance

genes and marker-assisted selection-based breeding will

clearly be important for the development of RSV-resistant

rice cultivars with excellent taste (Pan et al., 2009).

Generation of transgenic rice plants resistant to RSV

Because most cultivated japonica rice plants contain the

same resistant locus, the possibility of resistance breakdown

is very high (Wu et al., 2009). QTL analyses suggested that

the major QTLs related to RSV resistance are clustered in a

narrow region on chromosome 11. Thus, introgression to

other cultivars by recombination might be difficult. More-

over, the QTLs located on other chromosomes (like chromo-

somes 1, 2, and 7) confer only minor resistance (Ding et al.,

2004; Maeda et al., 2006). Therefore, alternative approaches

are needed to develop rice plants with resistance to RSV.

One approach might be to generate transgenic rice plants

(Table 2). The first transgenic rice plants, which were

generated by electroporation of protoplasts, overexpressed
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the RSV CP gene (Hayakawa et al., 1992); the transgenic

rice plants expressed high levels of CP transcript and

showed strong resistance to RSV infection. Since then, many

CP-mediated transgenic rice plants have been developed

(Ma et al., 2011; Park et al., 2012; Shimizu et al., 2011;

Zhang et al., 2012; Zhou et al., 2012). RNA interference

(RNAi) technology has also been frequently used to gene-

rate transgenic rice plants. For example, a recent study

demonstrated that the double-stranded (ds) RNA-mediated

RNAi system carrying the full length of the CP gene gene-

rated transgenic rice plants resistant to RSV; these plants

simultaneously suppressed transcription of the RSV genes

MP and NS3 (Park et al., 2012). In addition, three RNAi

vectors with CP, SP, or chimeric CP/SP gene sequences

were used to make transgenic rice plants (Ma et al., 2011).

RSV resistance was stronger for plants carrying the chimeric

CP/SP RNAi than for plants carrying CP or SP RNAi.

Similarly, an RNAi construct carrying CP and SP sequences

of RSV was used to generate transgenic rice plants of the

japonica varieties Suyunuo and Guanglingxiangjing (Zhou

et al., 2012); the generated transgenic rice plants showed

strong suppression of SP and CP transcripts and no obvious

morphological and developmental defects. All seven RSV

genes were used to generate transgenic rice plants that ex-

pressed inverted-repeat (IR) constructs (Shimizu et al., 2011).

The transgenic plants carrying IR constructs specific for CP

and MP were resistant to RSV, but plants carrying IR con-

structs specific for glycoprotein and non-structural protein

were not. 

Three promoters (Cauliflower mosaic virus 35S, polyubi-

qutin gene of maize, and Pharbitis nil leucine zipper gene)

that differ in their tissue-specific activity were used to

construct hairpin RNA expression vectors with an inverted

repeat fragment of the RSV CP gene (Zhang et al., 2012);

northern blot and GUS (beta-glucuronidase) assays showed

that virus resistance was highly correlated with promoter

activity. To demonstrate involvement of rice RDR6 gene in

host defense against RSV, researchers generated transgenic

rice plants by inducing antisense RNA of OsRDR6 (Jiang et

al., 2012); the OsRDR6AS plants exhibited a high level of

RSV infection and a reduction in RSV-derived siRNA. 

Gene expression analysis in response to RSV infec-

tion 

Gene expression analysis has been used to monitor mole-

cular changes of host and virus during infection. When the

expression patterns of RSV genes in RSV-infected rice and

in viruliferous SBPH were assessed by quantitative real-

time (RT) PCR, expression was highest in both rice and

SPBH for the NS3 gene while expression of the SP gene

was high only in rice (Li et al., 2012). The transcript level

of RdRp was generally lower than those of other RSV

genes. In another study, transcripts for defense genes like

PR1a, PAL, and CHS as well as for genes that encode diverse

antioxidant enzymes were highly accumulated in an RSV

resistant rice variety upon infection with RSV, suggesting

the involvement of these genes in RSV resistance (Hao et

al., 2011). A previous report showed that RSV infection

induced expression of yucca1 and an increase in endo-

genous indole acetic acid in the host, indicating that auxin is

involved in RSV replication (Yang et al., 2010). 

With the rapid development of the technology required

for gene expression analysis, several genome-wide tran-

scriptome analyses of rice in response to RSV infection

have been performed. In one case, a microarray containing

43,494 oligo probes representing 59,000 rice gene loci was

used to examine transcriptional changes of rice infected by

RSV (Satoh et al., 2010). Samples were harvested at 3, 6, 9,

and 12 days after infection. RSV infection led to the

accumulation of transcripts for protein synthesis and energy

production while genes for chloroplast and cell-structure

components were down-regulated. Two previous studies

used 44 K and 22 K microarrays to identify rice AP2/

Table 2. Transgenic rice plants with modified RSV resistance

Method Gene Resistance Publication

RNAi
(Inverted Repeat)

PC2 (glycoprotein), PC3 (CP),
 P4 (SP), and PC4 (MP)

Resistant to RSV (PC3 and PC4)
Not resistant to RSV (PC2 and P4)

Shimizu et al., 2011

RNAi PC3 (CP) and P4 (SP) Resistant to RSV Zhou et al., 2012

Antisense OsRDR6 (Rice) Increased RSV infection and reduced 
level of siRNA from RSV

Jiang et al., 2012

RNAi PC3 (CP) Resistant to RSV Park et al., 2012

RNAi PC3 (CP), P4 (SP), and PC3/P4 Chimeric PC3/P4 construct was the 
most effective for RSV resistance

Ma et al., 2011

hpRNA PC3 (CP), Three different promoters; 
CaMV 35S, Ubi, and PNZIP

Zhang et al., 2012

Overexpression PC3 (CP) Resistant to RSV Hayakawa et al., 1992
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EREBP and NAC transcription factor genes that are

regulated by RSV infection (Nuruzzaman et al., 2010;

Sharoni et al., 2011). These studies demonstrated that RSV

caused more severe disease symptoms than Rice tungro

spherical virus (RTSV) and Rice dwarf virus (RDV)

(Nuruzzaman et al., 2010; Sharoni et al., 2011). Recently, a

systemic gene analysis method was developed to identify

putative rice factors responsible for resistance to RSV. Rice

plants of two lines (RSV-resistant NIL22 and RSV-suscep-

tible NIL37) that were RSV-infected or uninfected were

used for gene expression profiling using a rice oligo micro-

array (Kim et al., 2012). Among 237 genes showing differ-

ential expression between the two lines, 11 genes were

selected based on known QTL. Among 417 genes showing

differential expression between RSV-infected and uninfected

plants, 21 genes related to RSV resistance were confirmed

by RT-PCR and a network-based method. This study demon-

strates that the combining of gene expression profiles and

known QTL information can facilitate the finding of rice

genes associated with RSV resistance (Kim et al., 2012).

Deep sequencing-based approaches are ideal for reveal-

ing small RNA populations derived from the host or virus.

A recent deep sequencing study revealed the viral siRNAs

derived from RSV in RSV-infected rice plants (Yan et al.,

2010). The identified siRNAs ranged from 20 to 22 bp, and

similar amounts of siRNAs were identified from sense and

antisense strands of RSV. Most of the siRNAs were derived

from coding sequences as well as from the 5' regions of the

RSV RNAs. Compared to the RSV genome, RSV siRNAs

exhibited a higher G and lower C content (Yan et al., 2010).

In another study, rice miRNAs in rice infected by RSV

were identified by small RNA deep sequencing (Du et al.,

2011). This study showed that RSV infection induced ex-

pression of some rice miRNAs but not their corresponding

miRNAs. RSV infection also increased expression of

OsDCLs and OsAGOs. Gaining detailed insight into the

rice transcriptome now requires that researchers integrate

all transcriptome data from microarrays, small RNAs from

RSV, and rice miRNAs.

Identification of rice host factors interacting with

RSV proteins 

RSV uses host factors to complete its life cycle, and it is

therefore important to identify host factors that interact with

RSV proteins or RNAs. However, only three rice host

factors interacting with RSV proteins have been identified.

Based on yeast two-hybrid (Y2H) systems, two rice chaper-

one proteins including a type I DnaJ and a small Hsp were

identified as host factors interacting with RSV MP, and

their specific interaction was confirmed by coimmunopre-

cipitation (Lu et al., 2009). Y2H and biomolecular fluore-

scence complementation (BiFC) experiments demonstrated

that another rice host protein, which is homologous to

Arabidopsis suppressor of gene silencing (AtSGS3), can

bind to RSV P2 (Du et al., 2011). The expression of the

RSV P2 gene enhanced infectivity and pathogenicity of

Potato virus X in N. benthamiana, confirming the functional

role of P2 as a silencing suppressor. A recent study identi-

fied five SBPH host proteins (a receptor for activated pro-

tein kinase C (RACK), glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydro-

genase (GAPDH3), and three ribosomal proteins) that

interact with RSV proteins (Li et al., 2011). A dot immuno-

binding assay indicated that all five proteins interacted with

RSV particles; a Y2H experiment indicated, however, that

RACK and GAPDH3 did not bind to RSV CP protein.

RACK and GAPDH3 might be involved in epithelial trans-

cytosis, and the three ribosomal proteins might be involved

in RSV replication (Li et al., 2011). 

Future topics for RSV research

Intensive research has been conducted on RSV for the past

several decades. Research topics have included: determin-

ation of RSV pathogenicity, replication, and movement;

identification of rice varieties or loci resistant to RSV;

mechanisms of infection and resistance to infection in rice;

and interactions among RSV–rice–SBPH. Compared to

what is known about other plant viruses, however, relative-

ly little is known about RSV. 

To prevent or reduce diseases caused by RSV, research

should characterize the functions of all RSV proteins.

Although several QTL analyses narrowed down the location

of RSV resistance genes to chromosome 11, rice genes

conferring resistance to RSV have not been identified. RSV

resistance genes should be identified soon, however, because

of ongoing research on QTL analysis and fine mapping.

Molecular mechanisms underlying RSV infection and

resistance remain unclear. To generate RSV-resistant rice

cultivars, breeders will need to follow multiple approaches.

First, QTLs in different cultivars or varieties should be

evaluated based on several parameters including infection

rates, disease rating index, and the ranking of the RSV

resistance in the greenhouse and field. Moreover, main-

tenance of RSV varies among SBPH biotypes, and this

difference among biotypes should be further characterized

and explained. Because Stvb-i has been used to confer RSV

resistance in japonica cultivars for 40 years, it is highly

possible that Stvb-i-mediated RSV resistance could break-

down in the near future. Therefore, researchers should

consider all possible QTLs for molecular breeding as well

as the genetic modification of rice plants. 

Almost nothing is known about the RSV–host inter-

action. Although three rice proteins that interact with RSV
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proteins have been identified, their functions have not been

characterized. Our research group is now conducting next

generation sequencing to examine the rice transcriptome at

different times after RSV infection. We will identify differ-

entially expressed mRNAs and microRNAs as well as

siRNAs derived from RSV. Combined data sets will pro-

vide insights into the RSV–host interaction at the transcrip-

tional level. Because RSV is transmitted by SBPH, the

interactions among RSV, rice, and SBPH should also be

studied.

Given the complexity of the biology, a better understand-

ing of the interactions among RSV, SBPH, and rice will

require the integration of several approaches and collabo-

ration among plant pathologists, molecular biologists, and

entomologists. 
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